6th Sense Technologies have developed a dynamic 360 degree native (1080p) vehicle video system, that will
save money by cutting litigation costs, reducing insurance, reducing time and helping to keep staff safe and on
active duty. With 360 degree coverage there are no blind spots around the vehicle, no stitching or calibration is
required and high quality audio capture can be included. Intelligently recording around the clock.
The system can include but is not limited to:
- The ability to send remote alerts with video and offer remote live view that can allow listening-in and two way
audio.
- Intelligent back-up of footage to your server over your infrastructure all securely encrypted.
- Vehicle data such as "bluelights", "brake lights" on/off as well as other telemetry and GPS can be obtained
along with the video.
- Simple and easy searching through the footage to find and duplicate the evidence for court. No need for
driver/operator intervention.
- Intelligently records video to drastically save on required storage.
6th Sense know that all Forces have requirements and operations that vary from Force to Force. Therefore, we
have ensured that the systems we have built are fully configurable to client requirements and future proofed
using the latest technology and pioneering manufacturers.
Our systems work off one platform and can enable static CCTV to be incorporated seamlessly and include
video analytics including but not limited to ANPR/NPR and facial recognition.
Our Technical Director designed the system that Surrey and Sussex Police have installed on their cell vans. 6th
Sense has refined this system and improved its operation whilst driving the cost down.
We would welcome the opportunity to discuss what we can offer, understand your requirements in more detail
and advise, using the latest technologies, where we can bridge any requirements your current systems are not
achieving.
For a little more about 6th Sense Technologies please see www.6st.co.uk where you can view video footage.
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